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Abstract

The discrimination of instance embeddings plays a vital
role in associating instances across time for online video
instance segmentation (VIS). Instance embedding learn-
ing is directly supervised by the contrastive loss computed
upon the contrastive items (CIs), which are sets of an-
chor/positive/negative embeddings. Recent online VIS meth-
ods leverage CIs sourced from one reference frame only,
which we argue is insufficient for learning highly discrimina-
tive embeddings. Intuitively, a possible strategy to enhance
CIs is replicating the inference phase during training. To
this end, we propose a simple yet effective training strategy,
called Consistent Training for Online VIS (CTVIS), which
devotes to aligning the training and inference pipelines in
terms of building CIs. Specifically, CTVIS constructs CIs by
referring inference the momentum-averaged embedding and
the memory bank storage mechanisms, and adding noise to
the relevant embeddings. Such an extension allows a reliable
comparison between embeddings of current instances and
the stable representations of historical instances, thereby
conferring an advantage in modeling VIS challenges such as
occlusion, re-identification, and deformation. Empirically,
CTVIS outstrips the SOTA VIS models by up to +5.0 points
on three VIS benchmarks, including YTVIS19 (55.1% AP),
YTVIS21 (50.1% AP) and OVIS (35.5% AP). Furthermore,
we find that pseudo-videos transformed from images can
train robust models surpassing fully-supervised ones.

1. Introduction
Video instance segmentation is a joint vision task involv-

ing classifying, segmenting, and tracking interested instances
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Figure 1. Comparison of inconsistent and consistent training (Ours).
(a) Previous methods typically build contrastive items (CIs) and su-
pervise the instance embeddings between key and reference frames.
We call this paradigm inconsistent training, where the interaction
with the long-term memory bank during training and the lack of
modeling for long video in real inference scenarios is overlooked.
(b) The purpose of CTVIS is to align the training and inference
pipelines. Specifically, CTVIS constructs training stage CIs by
leveraging the memory bank and incorporates noise during the
memory bank updating to simulate real-world scenarios, such as
ID switching, that can occur during inference.

across videos [27]. It is critical in many video-based applica-
tions, such as video surveillance, video editing, autonomous
driving, augmented reality, etc. Current mainstream VIS
methods [4,11–13,15,24–28] can be categorized into offline
and online groups. The former [4, 11, 13, 24, 25] segments
and classifies all video frames simultaneously and makes the
instance association in a single step. The latter [12, 26–28]
takes as input a video in a frame-by-frame fashion, detecting
and segmenting objects per frame while associating instances
across time. In this paper, we focus on the online branch.

Online methods are typically built upon image-level in-
stance segmentation models [5, 8, 22, 34, 35]. Several works
[17, 21, 27] utilize convolution-based instance segmentation
models to segment each frame and associate instances by
incorporating heuristic clues, such as mask-overlapping ra-
tios and the similarity of appearance. However, these hand-
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designed approaches always fail to tackle complicated cases,
which typically include severe target occlusion, deformation
and re-identification. Recently, encouraged by the thriving of
Transformer-based [23] architectures in object detection and
segmentation [2,5,35], a bunch of query-based online frame-
works have been proposed [12, 26], which take advantage
of the temporal consistency of query embeddings and asso-
ciate instances by linking corresponding query embeddings
frame by frame. These advances boost the performance of
online VIS models, which become de-facto leading VIS per-
formance on most benchmarks (especially on challenging
ones such as OVIS [21]).

Though the importance of the discrimination of query em-
beddings to associate instances has been nominated [12, 26],
less research attention has been paid in this vein. Min-
VIS [12] simply trains a single-frame segmentor, and the
quality of its query embedding is hampered by the segmen-
tor originally proposed for image-based instance segmen-
tation. As shown in Figure 1(a), recent methods [14, 26]
merely supervise instance embedding generation between
two temporally adjacent frames with thein contrastive losses
computed upon contrastive items. Specifically, for each in-
stance at the key frame, if the same instance appears on
the reference frame, the embedding of it is selected as the
anchor embedding v. Meanwhile, its embedding in the ref-
erence frame is taken as the positive embedding k+, and
the embeddings of other instances in the reference frame
are used as the negative embeddings k−. In convention the
set {v,k+,k−} is called contrastive item (CI). This train-
ing paradigm is inconsistent with the inference (shown in
the right of Figure 1), as it overlooks the interaction with
the long-term memory bank to construct contrastive items
and lacks modelling for long videos. To bridge this gap, we
propose CTVIS (as shown in Figure 1(b)), which intuitively
brings in useful tactics from inference, including memory
bank, momentum-averaged (MA) embedding and noise train-
ing. Specifically, CTVIS samples several frames from a long
video to form one training sample. Then we process each
sample frame by frame, which can produce abundant CIs.
Moreover, we sample momentum-averaged (MA) embed-
dings from the memory bank to create positive and negative
embeddings. Furthermore, we introduce noise training for
VIS, incorporating a few noises into the memory bank up-
dating procedure to simulate the tracking failure scenarios
during the inference process.

We also consider the availability of large-scale training
samples, which are especially expensive to annotate and
maintain for VIS. To tackle this, we implement and test sev-
eral goal-oriented augmentation methods (to align with the
distribution of real data) to produce pseudo-videos. Different
from the COCO joint training, we only use pseudo-videos to
train VIS models.

Without bells and whistles, CTVIS outperforms the state-

of-the-art by large margins on all benchmark datasets, in-
cluding YTVIS19 [27], YTVIS22 [27], and OVIS [21]. Even
trained with pseudo-videos only, CTVIS surpasses fully su-
pervised VIS models [11, 25, 26]. Here we summarize our
key contributions as

• We propose a simple yet effective training framework
(CTVIS) for online VIS. CTVIS promotes the discrimina-
tive ability of the instance embedding by interacting with
long-term memory banks to build CIs, and by introducing
noise into the memory bank updating procedure.

• We propose to create pseudo-VIS training samples by aug-
menting still images and their mask annotations. CTVIS
models trained with pseudo-data only surpass their fully-
supervised opponents already, which suggests that it is a
desirable choice, especially when dense temporal mask
annotations are limited.

• CTVIS achieves impressive performance on three pub-
lic datasets. Meanwhile, extensive ablation validates the
method’s effectiveness.

2. Related Work
Online VIS Method [12,14,16,26–28,32,33] typically builts
upon image-level instance segmentation models [2, 5, 8, 30,
35]. MaskTrack R-CNN [27] extends Mask R-CNN [8] by
incorporating an additional tracking head, which associates
instances across videos using heuristic cues. CrossVIS [28]
proposes to guide the segmentation of the current frame
by the features extracted from previous frames. With the
emergence of query-based instance segmentors [2, 5, 35],
matching with query embeddings instead of hand-designed
rules boosts the performance of online VIS [12, 26]. Utiliz-
ing the temporal consistency of intra-frame instance queries
predicted by the image-level segmentor [5,35], MinVIS [12]
tracks instances by Hungarian matching of the correspond-
ing queries frame by frame without video-based training.
IDOL [26] supervises the matching between instances that
appeared within two adjacent frames during training. During
inference, IDOL maintains a memory bank to store instance
momentum averaged embeddings detected from previous
frames, which are employed to match with newly detected
foreground instance embeddings. Concurrent work Gen-
VIS [10] applies a query-propagation framework to bridge
the gap between training and inference in online or semi-
online manners. Different from previous approaches, CTVIS
aims to absorb ideas from the inference stage of online meth-
ods and learn more robust and discriminative instance em-
beddings during training.
Offline VIS Method [4, 11, 13, 24, 25] takes as input the
entire video and predicts masks for all frames in a single
run. VisTR [24] utilises clip-level instance features as in-
put and predicts clip-level mask sequences in an end-to-
end manner. Subsequently, several follow-up works, such
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as Mask2Former-VIS [4], and SeqFormer [25], exploit at-
tention [23] to process spatio-temporal features and directly
predict instance mask sequences. To mitigate the memory
consumption on extremely long videos, VITA [11] proposes
to decode video object queries from sparse frame-level ob-
ject tokens instead of dense spatio-temporal features.
Discriminative Instance-Level Feature Learning. The dis-
crimination of instance embeddings plays a vital role in
instance-level association tasks. Most works absorb the ideas
from contrastive learning in self-supervised representation
learning. IDOL [26] and QDTrack [6] supervise the learning
of contrastive instance representations between two adjacent
frames. SimCLR [3] argues that contrastive learning can ben-
efit from larger batches. Inspired by this, CTVIS introduces
long video training samples instead of key-reference image
pairs, which leads to more robust instance embeddings.
VIS Model Training with Sparse Annotations. Annotating
masks for each object instance in every frame and linking
them across the video is prohibitively expensive. Further-
more, recent works [6, 12, 20] suggest that the dense video
annotations for VIS are unnecessary. MinVIS [12] makes
a per-frame image-level segmentation and associates the
generated instance queries to obtain the video-level results.
Since the training of the MinVIS model is agnostic to the
temporal association of masks, it can benefit from the avail-
ability of large-scale datasets for image-level instance seg-
mentation [18]. QDTrack [6] learns compelling instance
similarity using pairs of transformed views of images. MS
COCO [18], which contains abundant image-level mask an-
notations, is typically taken to supplement the training of
models for VIS [11, 25, 26]. Following this, we propose to
train VIS models with pseudo-videos generated by augment-
ing images instead of natural videos. We show that CTVIS
models trained on pseudo-videos can surpass SOTA mod-
els [4, 11, 13, 25–27] trained with densely annotated videos
by clear margins. Different from techniques taking augmen-
tation to enrich the training set [2,6,7], we use augmentation
to create the set, which contains pseudo-videos and the as-
sociated mask annotations (as well as their spatio-temporal
tracks). Moreover, we carefully design the video generation
routines based on classical augmentation techniques (i.e. ro-
tation, crop and copy&paste), such that the pseudo-videos
are realistic and can cover VIS challenges (including object
occlusion, fast-motion, re-identification and deformation).

3. Methods

CTVIS builds upon Mask2Former [5], which is an effec-
tive image instance segmentation model (briefly reviewed
in Section 3.1)1. Our CTVIS is motivated by the inference
of typical online VIS methods introduced in Section 3.2.

1Note that CTVIS can be easily combined with other query-based instance
segmentation models [2, 26, 35] with minor modifications.

Then we detail our consistent training method in Section 3.3.
Finally, Section 3.4 presents our goal-oriented pseudo-video
generation technique for training VIS models with sparse
image-level annotations.

3.1. Brief Overview of Mask2Former

Mask2Former [5] composed of three main components:
an image encoder E (consist of a backbone and a pixel de-
coder), a transformer decoder T and a prediction head P .
Given an input image I ∈ RH×W×3, E extracts a set of
feature maps F = E(I), where F = {F0 · · ·F−1} is a
sequence of multi-scale feature maps, and F−1 is the fi-
nal output of the E with 1/4 resolution of I . The N raw
query embeddings Q̂ ∈ RN×C are learnable parameters,
where N is a large enough number of outputs and C is
the number of channels. Then, T takes both F and Q̂
to iteratively refine query embeddings, and consequently
outputs Q ∈ RN×C . Finally, the prediction head outputs
the segmentation masks M and the classification scores O.
For classification, O = C(Q) ∈ RN×K , where K is the
number of object categories. For segmentation, the masks
M ∈ RN×H/4×W/4 are generated with M = σ(Q ∗ F−1),
where ∗ denotes the convolution operation and σ(·) is the
sigmoid function.
Our Modification. Because CTVIS employs instance em-
beddings to associate instances during inference, we add a
head (a few MLP layers) to compute the instance embed-
dings E ∈ RN×C based Q.

3.2. Inference of CTVIS

CTVIS leverages Mask2Former [5] to process each frame
and introduces an external memory bank [26,27] to store the
states of previously detected instances, including classifica-
tion scores, segmentation masks and instance embeddings.
To ease presentation, we assume that CTVIS has already
processed T frames out of an input video of L frames, and
there are N predicted instances with N instance embeddings
di ∈ RC in the current frame. The memory bank stores for
the previous T frames M detected instances, each of which
has multiple temporal instance embeddings {etj ∈ RC}Tt=1

and a momentum-averaged instance embedding êTj , which
is computed according to the similarity-guided fusion [31]:

êTj = (1− βT )êT−1
j + βTeTj , (1)

βT = max

{
0,

1

T − 1

T−1∑
k=1

Ψd

(
eTj , e

T−k
j

)}
, (2)

where Ψd denotes the cosine similarity. We refer the reader
to [31] for more details. Next, for each instance i detected in
the current frame, we compute its bi-softmax similarity [6]
with respect to the previously detected instance j using
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed CTVIS: a) forward passing and GT assignment using Mask2Former and Hungarian matching; b)
consistent training via building CIs with a memory bank. For simplicity, we only show the construction of CIs for the human instance
(anchor) in the t-th frame of a training video. Through contrastive learning, positive embeddings are pulled close to the anchor embedding,
while negative embeddings are pushed away from the anchor; c) Update the memory bank using the embeddings of frame t with noise.

fi,j = 0.5 ·

[
exp

(
êTj · di

)∑
k exp

(
êTk · di

) +
exp

(
êTj · di

)∑
l exp

(
êTj · dl

)] (3)

Finally, we find the “best” instance ID for i with

ĵ = argmax fi,j ,∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. (4)

If fi,ĵ > 0.5, we believe that newly detected instance i and
instance ĵ in the memory bank correspond to the identical
target. Otherwise, we initiate a new instance ID in the mem-
ory bank. When all frames are processed, the memory bank
contains a certain number of instances, each of which takes
a classification score list {cti}Lt=1 and a mask list {mt

i}Lt=1

(recall that L denotes the number of frames). For each in-
stance i, we calculate its video-level classification score by
averaging the frame-level scores of the object.

3.3. Consistent Learning

A reliable matching of instances (i.e. using Equation (3))
across time is required to track instances successfully. Hence
the extraction of highly discriminative embeddings of objects
is of great importance. We argue that the discrimination of
instance embeddings extracted with recent models [14, 26]
is still inadequate, especially for videos involving object-
occlusion, shape-transformation and fast-motion. One main
reason is that mainstream contrastive learning methods build
CIs (i.e. {v,k+,k−}) from the reference frame only, which
results in the comparison of the anchor embedding against
instantaneous instance embeddings in k+ and k−. Such em-
beddings are typically less discriminative and contain noise,

which prevents training from learning robust representations.
To address this, our CTVIS leverages a memory bank to
store MA embeddings, thus supporting contrastive learning
from more stable representations. Here our insight is to align
the embedding comparison of training with that of inference
(such that the two comparisons are consistent). Figure 2
sketches our CTVIS, which processes the training video
frame-by-frame. For an arbitrary frame t, CTVIS involves
three steps: a) it first takes the Mask2Former and Hungarian
matching to compute the instance embeddings, and to match
them with GT (highlighted by red, green and purple); b)
Then, it builds CIs using MA embeddings within the mem-
ory bank, and performs contrastive learning with CIs; and c)
It updates the memory bank with noise (e.g. the embedding
of the cat is deliberately added to the memory of the dog),
which serves the learning from the next frame.

Forward passing and GT assignment. As shown in Fig-
ure 2 (a), we first feed the current frame t into Mask2Former
to compute the embeddings for queries. Then we employ
Hungarian matching to find an optimal match between the
decoded instances and the ground truth (GT), such that each
GT instance is assigned one instance embedding. Note that
Hungarian matching relies on the costs calculated for all
(Decoded-Instance, GT-Instance) pairs. Essentially, each
cost measures the similarity between a pair of instances
based on their labels and masks.

Construct CIs. After GT assignment, we build the con-
trastive items for each GT instance using a memory bank.
The memory bank stores all detected instances of previous
t − 1 frames, each associated with 1) a series of instance
embeddings extracted at different times, and 2) its MA em-
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bedding computed by Equation (1). In order to prepare the
CIs {v,k+,k−} for instance i (termed as the anchor, e.g.
the person in Figure 2 (a)) at the t-th frame, the instance
embedding extracted from this frame is used as the anchor
embedding v. For the positive embedding, we pick from the
memory bank the MA embedding of instance i. The negative
embeddings k− include the major negative embeddings and
the supplementary negative embeddings. We use the MA em-
beddings of other instances in the memory bank as the major
negative embeddings. We also sample the background query
embeddings of previous t−1 frames to form the supplement
negative embeddings. Taking as inputs the created CIs, we
compute the contrastive loss with

Lemb = − log
exp (v · k+)

exp (v · k+) +
∑

k− exp (v · k−)

= log
[
1 +

∑
k−

exp
(
v · k− − v · k+

)]
.

(5)

As shown in Figure 2 (c), training with Lemb pulls the embed-
dings of positive instances close to the anchor embedding,
while pushing the negative embeddings away from it.
Update memory bank. After computing the Lemb for each
instance in frame t, we need to update the memory bank,
such that the updated version can be taken to build CIs for
frame t+ 1. Unlike the inference stage, for training we can
get the ground truth ID of each instance so as to update the
memory bank with their embeddings extracted from frame t.
In comparison, inference can fail to track instances across
time (i.e. the ID switch issue), especially for complicated
scenarios. To alleviate this, we introduce noise to the up-
date of the memory bank, which compels the contrastive
learning to tackle the switch of instance IDs. Specifically,
each disappeared instance (e.g. the dog) in frame t will have
a little chance to receive an embedding of other instances
(e.g. the cat, which is randomly picked from all available
instances) in the same frame, which is called the noise. If the
generated random value exceeds a threshold, as illustrated in
Figure 2 (c), we use the noise as the embedding of the disap-
peared instance at frame t. Finally, the MA embeddings are
updated for all instances using Equation (1). Due to the low
similarity between the disappeared instance and the noise,
such an update has quite a limited impact on the MA em-
bedding of the instance, which is reidentified later. Indeed,
training with noise is able to reduce the chance of ID switch,
as demonstrated by the fish example in Figure 5.
Loss. After processing all frames, The Lemb values of all CIs
are averaged to obtain Lemb. The total training loss is

Ltotal = λembLemb + λclsLcls + λceLce + λdiceLdice, (6)

where λ denotes loss weight. Lcls, Lce and Ldice supervise
the per-frame segmentation as suggested in [5].
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Figure 3. Generating pseudo-videos by augmenting images.

3.4. Learning from Sparse Annotation

We now elaborate on our pseudo-video and mask gener-
ation technique, which enables the training of VIS models
when only sparse annotations (e.g. image data) are available.
We take a few widely applied image-augmentation methods,
including random rotation, random crop and copy&paste
on source image to create pseudo-videos and the associated
instance masks. Note that the pseudo-videos are created by
no means to approximate real ones. Instead, they are taken
to mimic the movement of targets in reality.

Rotation. As shown in the first row of Figure 3, the rotation
augmentation rotates the source images with several random
angles (e.g., [−15, 15] ) to introduce subtle changes between
frames of the pseudo-videos.

Crop. The rotation augmentation cannot alter the shapes and
magnitudes of instances. However, instances deform or/and
enter/exit the visible field due to the movement introduced
either by the target or the camera. To address this, we apply
random crop augmentation to the image, which allows the
generated videos to mimic the zooming in/out effect of the
camera lens and the shifting of targets. The second and the
third rows of Figure 3 present two examples of crop-zoom
and crop-shift, respectively. The pseudo-videos generated
by such augmentations cover a large proportion of targets’
movements.

Copy and Paste. As mentioned earlier, the trajectories of in-
stances in pseudo-videos created by the augmentations share
the identical motion direction. To incorporate the relative
motion between instances, we also employ the copy&paste
augmentation [7], which copies the instances from another
image in the dataset and pastes them into random locations
within the source image. Note that the pasting positions of
an instance are typically different across time, which brings
the relative motion between different instances (as shown in
the fourth row of Figure 3).
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Methods Params.
YTVIS19 [27] YTVIS21 [27] OVIS [21]

AP AP50 AP75 AR1 AR10 AP AP50 AP75 AR1 AR10 AP AP50 AP75 AR1 AR10

R
es

N
et

-5
0

[9
]

MaskTrack R-CNN [27] - 30.3 51.1 32.6 31 35.5 28.6 48.9 29.6 26.5 33.8 10.8 25.3 8.5 7.9 14.9
SipMask [1] - 33.7 54.1 35.8 35.4 40.1 31.7 52.5 34 30.8 37.8 10.2 24.7 7.8 7.9 15.8

CrossVIS [28] - 36.3 56.38 38.9 35.6 40.7 34.2 54.4 37.9 30.4 38.2 14.9 32.7 12.1 10.3 19.8
IFC [13] - 41.2 65.1 44.6 42.3 49.6 35.2 55.9 37.7 32.6 42.9 13.1 27.8 11.6 9.4 23.9

Mask2Former-VIS [4] 44 46.4 68 50 - - 40.6 60.9 41.8 - - 17.3 37.3 15.1 10.5 23.5
TeViT [29] - 46.6 71.3 51.6 44.9 54.3 37.9 61.2 42.1 35.1 44.6 17.4 34.9 15 11.2 21.8

SeqFormer [25] 48 47.4 69.8 51.8 45.5 54.8 40.5 62.4 43.7 36.1 48.1 15.1 31.9 13.8 10.4 27.1
MinVIS [12] 44 47.4 69 52.1 45.7 55.7 44.2 66 48.1 39.2 51.7 25 45.5 24 13.9 29.7
IDOL [26] 43 49.5 74 52.9 47.7 58.7 43.9 68 49.6 38 50.9 30.2 51.3 30 15 37.5
VITA [11] 57 49.8 72.6 54.5 49.4 61 45.7 67.4 49.5 40.9 53.6 19.6 41.2 17.4 11.7 26

CTVIS (Ours) 44 55.1 78.2 59.1 51.9 63.2 50.1 73.7 54.7 41.8 59.5 35.5 60.8 34.9 16.1 41.9

Sw
in

-L
[1

9]

SeqFormer [25] 219 59.3 82.1 66.4 51.7 64.6 51.8 74.6 58.2 42.8 58.1 - - - - -
Mask2Former-VIS [4] 216 60.4 84.4 67 - - 52.6 76.4 57.2 - - 25.8 46.5 24.4 13.7 32.2

MinVIS [12] 216 61.6 83.3 68.6 54.8 66.6 55.3 76.6 62 45.9 60.8 39.4 61.5 41.3 18.1 43.3
VITA [11] 229 63 86.9 67.9 56.3 68.1 57.5 80.6 61 47.7 62.6 27.7 51.9 24.9 14.9 33
IDOL [26] 213 64.3 87.5 71 55.5 69.1 56.1 80.8 63.5 45 60.1 42.6 65.7 45.2 17.9 49.6

CTVIS (Ours) 216 65.6 87.7 72.2 56.5 70.4 61.2 84 68.8 48 65.8 46.9 71.5 47.5 19.1 52.1

Table 1. Compare CTVIS with SOTA methods. The best and second best are highlighted by bold and underlined numbers, respectively.

4. Experiment
Datasets. The proposed methods are evaluated on three VIS
benchmarks: YTVIS19 [27], YTVIS21 [27] and OVIS [21].
Metrics. Following prior studies [4, 11–13, 25–28], we use
Average Precision (AP) and Average Recall (AR) as the
evaluation metrics.
Implementation Details. For the hyper-parameters of
Mask2Former [5], we just use its officially released ver-
sion. The number of layers of the instance embedding head
is 3. All models are initialized with parameters pre-trained
on COCO [18], and then they are trained on 8 NVIDIA
A100 GPUs. Following prior works [10, 11, 25], we use the
COCO joint training (CJT) setting to train our models unless
otherwise specified. We set the lengths of training videos
as 8 and 10 for YTVIS19&21 and OVIS, respectively. For
data augmentation, we use clip-level random crop and flip.
During the training phase, we resize the input frames so
that the shortest side is at least 320 and at most 640p, while
the longest side is at most 768p. During inference, the input
frames are downsampled to 480p. We set λemb, λcls, λce, λdice
as 2.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 5.0, respectively. The mini-batch size
is 16 and the maximum training iterations is 16,000. The
initial learning rate is 0.0001 and decays at 6,000 and 12,000
iterations, respectively.

4.1. Main Result

As shown in Table 1, we compare CTVIS against SOTA
methods [1, 4, 11–13, 25–29], respectively using ResNet-
50 [9] and Swin-L [19] as the backbone on three benchmarks.
YTVIS19 & YTVIS21. consist of relatively simple videos
with short durations. Thanks to the introduced consistent
learning paradigm and the extracted discriminative em-
beddings, CTVIS outperforms recent best methods on AP
by ∼ 5% with ResNet-50 on both benchmarks. With the
stronger backbone Swin-L, CTVIS surpasses the second best
by 3.7% on YTVIS21. Compared with IDOL [26], CTVIS

Methods
Deformable DETR∗ [26] Mask2Former [5]
APYV19 APOVIS APYV19 APOVIS

IDOL [26] 49.5 30.2 51.2 31.7
CTVIS 53.7 (+4.2) 33.8 (+3.6) 55.1 (+3.9) 35.5 (+3.8)

Table 2. Comparison of different instance segmentation methods
with IDOL and CTVIS, respectively. Deformable DETR∗ is ex-
tended to instance segmentation as suggested in [26].

considerably improves the performance in terms of all met-
rics with tolerable parameter overheads.
OVIS. This dataset contains longer videos and more intricate
contents, on which online methods [12, 26] perform much
better than offline models [5, 11, 25]. Thanks to the effective
embedding learning with long video samples, CTVIS gains
5.3 and 4.3 points in terms of AP, taking as inputs ResNet-50
and Swin-L, respectively. To summarize, CTVIS is highly
competitive on benchmarks with varying complexities.

4.2. Ablation Study

We conduct extensive ablation to verify the effectiveness
of CTVIS. Unless specified otherwise, we take the ResNet-
50 as the backbone and train models under the CJT setting.
Here we report APYV19 and APOVIS on YTVIS19 and OVIS.
Do improvements mainly come from better image-level
instance segmentation models? The answer is no. We val-
idate this in Table 2: 1) Compared with IDOL with De-
formable DETR, IDOL with Mask2Former is 1.0 and 1.5
points higher, suggesting the influence of a better detector is
not that significant; 2) Since our CTVIS is not restricted to
a specific network, we implement Deformable DETR with
CTVIS, which brings 4.2 and 3.6 points of AP gains. Sim-
ilarly, CTVIS on Mask2Former also boosts the results by
3.9 and 3.8 points, which indicates that the improvements
mainly come from our proposed CTVIS.
Long-video training. To verify the effectiveness of long-
video training, we ablate the number of frames of each
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Figure 4. Ablation on the number of training frames. Multi-
Reference extends IDOL by using multiple reference frames and
the stronger Mask2Former as the segmentor.

video used for training. For a fair comparison, we extend
IDOL [26] to a multiple references (MR) version, by re-
placing its segmentor with the stronger Mssk2Former and
using multiple reference frames. Figure 4 shows the results.
Thanks to the CI construction method employed by CTVIS,
the performance has seen a dynamic increase by using more
frames (peaked at 8 and 10 frames). In comparison, MR can-
not benefit from long-video training and even degrades on
OVIS. Hence we conclude that the performance of CTVIS
stems from the effective video-level embedding learning (for
tracking), rather than training an enhanced instance segmen-
tor with larger batch sizes (more images per batch).
Components of CTVIS. First, removing all components of
CTVIS sets a baseline, which utilizes a single reference to
learn embeddings in a frame-by-frame way. As shown in
Table 3, the baseline gets 51.6 and 32.6 on YTVIS19 and
OVIS. Based on this baseline, we gradually add CTVIS com-
ponents: 1) We take the latest embedding of each instance
to build CIs (instead of MA embeddings), which improves
APYV19 and APOVIS to 52.1 and 33.3. This suggests that the
sampling domain CIs do indeed influence the instance em-
bedding learning; 2) When MA is incorporated, the results
see salient increases (52.1 vs. 54.2 and 33.3 vs. 34.9), which
indicates that our CI-building method renders the embedding
learning more stable and consistent; 3) When incorporating
noise in the memory bank, which is designed to alleviate the
ID switch issue, the performance sees non-trivial increases
(0.9 and 0.6 on two datasets). Put all components together,
CTVIS obtains remarkable results on both datasets and out-
performs the strong baseline by 3.5 and 2.9 points, which
validates the significance of the temporal alignment between
training and inference pipelines, at least for VIS.
Sampling of k−. We test different ways of building the neg-
ative embeddings k−. Table 4 presents four configurations
and the corresponding results. Recall that the supplementary
negative embeddings represent the background, and training
with such negative samples only corrupts the performance
(the 1st row). On the other hand, using major negative sam-
ples only gives decent results. A conjunctive usage of both
negative-sampling types improves the performance signifi-
cantly. In this line, we further consider sampling supplemen-

Memory bank Momentum Noise APYV19 APOVIS

51.6 32.6
✓ 52.1 33.3
✓ ✓ 54.2 34.9
✓ ✓ ✓ 55.1 35.5

Table 3. Effectiveness of different CTVIS components.

Major Supplementary APYV19 APOVIS

✓ 16.5 0.5
✓ 50.8 31.6
✓ global 54.6 33.4
✓ local 55.1 35.5

Table 4. Ablate the sampling strategy of negative embeddings.

tary negative instances from either the local (sampled from
the preceding frame only) or global domain (sampled from
all previous frames). We found that the local setting gives
the best results. This is probably because the model only
needs to check the background in the local domain during
inference. Hereafter we simply use the local setting.

4.3. Pseudo Video as Training Example

We train VIS models on pseudo-videos, which are created
with COCO images and the method described in Section 3.4.
Since COCO classes do not match that of VIS datasets,
we only adopt the overlapping categories for training. For
evaluation, we sample 421 and 140 videos with overlap-
ping categories from the train sets of YTVIS21 and OVIS
train sets, respectively. For more dataset information, please
refer to the supplementary material. Specially, we denote
the sampled version of YTVIS21 and OVIS as YTVIS21∗

and OVIS∗. We use Swin-L as the backbone, and investi-
gate the impacts of augmentation techniques in terms of
generating pseudo-video datasets for training. Here rota-
tion is taken as the baseline. As shown in Table 5, both
crop and copy&paste bring gains on both datasets over the
baseline. Because YTVIS21 is relatively simple, crop and
copy&paste only improve the results by 0.2 and 0.5, respec-
tively. However, for the complicated OVIS, they offer much
larger performance gains, i.e. 1.3 and 2.0 on two datasets,
which suggests that pseudo videos generated with stronger
augmentations are especially suitable to tackle complicated
VIS tasks. We also train VITA and IDOL models using the
generated pseudo-samples. Again, CTVIS surpasses them
by clear margins, as that demonstrated in Table 6.

4.4. Training with Limited Supervision

Following MinVIS [12], we train CTVIS and MinVIS
models on only a proportion (%) of VIS training set. Specif-
ically, we sample 1%, 5%, 10%, and 100% frames respec-
tively from the training set to create pseudo videos for train-
ing. As shown in Table 7, with a 5% proportion, CTVIS out-
performs MinVIS with 100% samples on all datasets. More
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Figure 5. Visualize VIS results obtained by VITA [11], IDOL [26] and CTVIS. These examples show performance under heavy occlusion
(the left example), sudden lighting-condition change (the right example) and disturbance of targets of the same category (the right example).
Here, red boxes highlight inferior segmentations, and yellow ones mark incorrect IDs.

Rotation Crop Copy&Paste APYV21∗ APOVIS∗

✓ 48.5 27.3
✓ ✓ 48.7 28.6
✓ ✓ 49 29.3
✓ ✓ ✓ 49.7 30.5

Table 5. Influence of augmentations on producing pseudo-videos.

Methods Supervision APYV21∗ APOVIS∗

MinVIS [12] Image 43.9 24.4
VITA [11] Pseudo video 44.4 19.1
IDOL [26] Pseudo image pair 47.8 27.8

CTVIS Pseudo video 49.7 30.5

Table 6. Compare with SOTA models trained with pseudo-samples,
which are generated based on COCO images.

Methods Training APYV19 APYV21 APOVIS

VITA [11]
Full

63 57.5 27.7
IDOL [26] 64.3 56.1 42.6

CTVIS (Ours) 65.6 61.2 46.9

MinVIS [12]

1% 59 52.9 31.7
5% 59.3 54.3 35.7
10% 61 54.9 37.2

100% 61.6 55.3 39.4

CTVIS (Ours)

1% 62.4 57.8 36.2
5% 63.4 59.4 41.9
10% 64.2 60.0 42.1

100% 64.8 60.7 44.1

Table 7. Compare with SOTA models trained with either the entire
or a part (x%) of training examples. Full means training with
annotated videos.

importantly, CTVIS trained with pseudo videos, which are
created from 100% frame samples, even surpasses the fully
supervised competitors, and achieves close performance
compared with CTVIS learned from genuine videos.

4.5. Qualitative Results

We visualize some VIS results obtained by SOTA of-
fline [11] and online [26] approaches in Figure 5. The left

example includes heavy occulusion caused by moving pedes-
trian, the swap of instance positions, and target-disappearing-
reappearing. Under such case, VITA [11] fails to segment
and track the pedestrian. IDOL [26] mistakenly assigns the
ID of the dog in the two rightmost images, and the squatting
person is recognized as a dog. In comparison, our proposed
CTVIS is able to segment, classify and track all instances
successfully. For the right example, both VITA and IDOL
fail to track the fish, and their ID switched after the video
suddenly darkened. CTVIS also undergoes and ID switch
(the middle image). Thanks to the noise introduced during
training, CTVIS is more robust to tackle such occasional fail-
ure, and it reidentifies the fish later (the rightmost image).

5. Conclusion

We have presented CTVIS, a simple yet effective training
strategy for VIS. CTVIS aligns the training and inference
pipelines in terms of constructing contrastive items. Its ingre-
dients include long-video training, memory bank, MA em-
bedding and noise to facilitate the learning of better instance
representations, which in turn offers more stable tracking of
instances. Thanks to this design, CTVIS has demonstrated
superior performance on multiple benchmarks. Additionally,
to relieve the cost of the video-level annotation of masks, we
propose to create pseudo videos for VIS training based on
goal-oriented data augmentation. CTVIS models trained with
pseudo videos, which are produced using only 10% frames
extracted from the genuine training videos, achieve compara-
ble performance, compared with SOTA models trained with
full supervision.
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